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Grassroots Report

Taller Sin Fronteras/
Workshops Without Borders
Reaching Third World Youth Through the Arts
GREG MOROZUMI
Last year RESIST awarded Taller
Sin Fronteras a grant to support a series
of educational hands-on workshops
designed to bring African American
and Asian American youth together
to clarify issues that arose between
them in the wake of the Rodney King
verdict. In the process, the students
learned printmaking skills and were
encouraged to collaborate on thematic
art projects which wou/,d culminate in
a group exhibit. The purpose of the
project was to promote a dialogue
amongst youth as a way ofdeveloping
greater cross-cultural understanding,
and to provide a forum for the artistic
expression ofyouth on issues of inner
city disparities and violence. In this
article, Greg Morozumi, one of the
project organizers, reports on the challenges and contradictions of the work,
as well as the possibilities for improving race relations through the visual

arts.

I

f we follow recent mass media
reports, race relations in the United
States are at an all-time low. Flare-ups

Tai/er member David Bradford with students in screenprinting workshop at Laney College.
Photo: Miyokoff SF.

of violence between different nationalities, . and increased reports of "hate
crimes" litter the front pages. Actually,
race relations in this country have
always been on edge, but with the current rollback in the basic civil rights
achieved in the 1960s, and with massive budget cuts, racial scapegoating
abounds and everyone is at each other's

throats. Meanwhile, white monopoly
rule remains intact.
Today's youth are righteously angry
about their social inheritance - much
as we were when we took on the mess
that our parents' generation left behind.
They are also confronted with the
weighty challenge of creating their own
continued on page four
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amending your Will, you might think
about leaving a set sum or a
percentage to Resist, Inc. Over the last
year a number of you have contacted
us directly or through a lawyer,
informing us of your decision to
include us in your Will. For all of you
who took that difficult but important
step of writing a Will, and including
Resist in it, we are most appreciative.
Wills can be a significant way of
making sure the work you support
today will be around for decades to
come. And because Resist, Inc. is a
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including us in your Will can help
lower or eliminate estate taxes.
When including Resist in your
Will, please identify us as follows:
"Resist, Inc., a Massachusetts non.profit corporation whose principal
place of business is located in
Somerville, Massachusetts." If you
have any questions about including
Resist in your Will, or if you need a
copy of our tax exempt IRS letter,
please feel free to write or call the
office.
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If you are in the process of writing or
amending your Will, you might think
about leaving a set sum or a
percentage to Resist, Inc. Over the last
year a number of you have contacted
us directly or through a lawyer,
informing us of your decision to
include us in your Will. For all of you
who took that difficult but important
step of writing a Will, and including
Resist in it, we are most appreciative.
Wills can be a significant way of
making sure the work you support
today will be around for decades to
come. And because Resist, Inc. is a
non-profit, tax-exempt corporation,
including us in your Will can help
lower or eliminate estate taxes.
When including Resist in your
Will, please identify us as follows:
"Resist, Inc., a Massachusetts nonprofit corporation whose principal
place of business is located in
Somerville, Massachusetts." If you
have any questions about including
Resist in your Will, or if you need a
copy of our tax exempt IRS letter,
please feel free to write or call the
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Grassroots Report

NECAN Delegation Makes
"Domestic Links"
The New Eng/,and Central America
Network (NECAN), a network ofgrassroots committees across New Eng/,and,
believes that to win significant change in
both foreign and domestic U.S. polities, a
common agenda must be develnped across
lines ofcUlss, race, and issue areas. To that
end, NECAN has sponsored two ''domestic links" dekgations bringing New England area solidarity and community
activists to meet with community-based
organizers in Nicaragua. In this artick,
two weal activists who partidpated in the
NECAN trips consider how their experiences in Nicaragua will shape their ongoing work in lnw-income communities
here at home. Leah Schmal.zbauer, who
coordinated the recent trip, provides an
introduction:

N

icaragua's long and brutal struggle
for peace and self-determination
has entered a new phase. Following a
turbulent decade of war, Nicaragua is
now in a severe economic crisis, rivaling
Haiti as the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere.
U.S. policy towards Nicaragua has
shifted away from military involvement
and into the economic realm. Programs
of structural adjustment, privatization,
and the strict conditioning of economic
aid now constitute the core of our control over the region. Free trade and
market policies have been imposed by
the U.S. government, USAID, IMF,
and the World Bank, ostensibly to spur
Nicaragua on to "growth and prosperity," but instead, poverty and oppression
intensify.
Structural adjustment programs
have been implemented in developing
countries all over the world in an
attempt to integrate them into the
world capitalist system. The main functions of adjustment programs are economic stabilization and reform, including measures to reduce inflation, elimi-
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Managua barrio. Photo: Leah Schmalzbauer/NECAN.

nate barriers to trade, and reduce the
role of the state. Advocates assert that
structural reforms (such as the removal
of price controls, the imposition of
interest rate ceilings, and credit restrictions) will increase savings, productivity, and exports, which will in turn raise
the incomes of the poor. In reality,
structural adjustment usually includes
lay-offs of public workers, wage drops
or freezes, and sharp cuts in government spending on health care, education, and other public services. This has
been the case in Nicaragua.
This economic war in Nicaragua is
a quiet war, but it is deadly just the
same. Thousands of children are dying
from diarrhea, cholera, and hunger due
to slashed social programs. Unemployment has reached 65%. The average
salary of those who are working is only
$40 in the cities, and in the countryside, a mere $30. Couple this with a
basic food basket that costs $120 per
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month, and survival becomes a daily
struggle.
I went to Nicaragua as coordinator
of NECAN's "Bringing the Vision
Home" delegation this past February. I
was angered and saddened by the desperation I witnessed. I saw children
working in the streets, trying to sell
small electronic gadgets to drivers waiting at traffic lights. And I watched as
young prostitutes gathered every
evening outside the bar of our hotel.
One night I saw a girl accompanying a
drunken man to his room, then heading off to school the next morning.
Some Nicaraguans would consider her
lucky, because at least she is able to go
to school.
Education in Nicaragua has
become a privilege available only to the
rich who can afford the mandatory
tuition, text books, and uniforms. As a
result, a generation of Nicaraguan chil·
continued on page six
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Taller
continued from page one

sources of information and defining
their own leadership to seek solutions.
In the right hands, the visual arts
can be a powerful language which links
different communities while strengthening pride in ethnic cultures. Art can
be a line of communication in a multicultural society now fraught with mistakes and misunderstandings. With this
in mind, Taller Sin Fronteras (Workshops Without Borders) launched a
series of hands-on printmaking classes,
offered free to inner-city youth who
rarely have access to arts programs, or
exposure to exhibitions.
New immigrant youth, along with
home-grown people of color, now make
up the majority of California's public
school population. Third World students make up a full 96% of Oakland's
public schools, and almost half of those
students are living below the poverty
level. But even so, the city provides no
cultural centers, no arts programs, no
performance theaters, and no galleries
that serve Oakland's neighborhoods of
color. "Multiculturalism" has become a
fashionable term which only gets lip
service.
Taller Sin Fronteras
Based in Oakland, California,
Taller Sin Fronteras is a Third World art
collective attempting to utilize artmaking as a vital part of grassroots organiz:..
ing, and as an alternative source of education and information. The Taller was
established in 1985, under the name
ManoPrints, by the tireless teacher
Malaquias Montoya. He revolutionized
the Chicago arts movement with an
onslaught of timely screenprinted
posters used for farmworker rallies,
anti-war marches, and barrio events i"n
the "early days" of the late 1960s.
Tailer's members, now probably all considered "old guard," have retained
much of the idealism and commitment,
and sometimes even the bursts of energy that we had in our rebellious youth,
but now we seek youngblood recruits to
grab the baton and run.
We came together as printmakers,
painters, muralists, mask-makers, and
also as longtime activists working main1y in the silkscreen (or screenprint)
Page Four

medium. In recent years, we have organized a travelling screenprint portfolio
on El Salvador, a group show on Malcolm X, an exhibit by women artists
addressing Native American land issues,
and currently we are producing a portfolio on Cuban sovereignty.
While still actively hanging shows
of prints, paintings, and installations in
various local gallery spaces, campuses,
libraries, and social service centers, we
want to expand the role of progressive
artists beyond exhibitions. Conscious
artists have long addressed issues of
humanity such as the disparity between
the classes, races, and sexes. They have
banded together to express their collective indignation about wars, famine,
diseases, environmental destruction,
and international atrocities. They
champion all these causes, yet they
rarely bother to interact with community folks.
The Taller wants to demystify the
artist and the process of artmaking, and
derail the status of the arts as something
separate from the culturally diverse
experiences and everyday lives at the
grassroots. Exhibitions are important
and necessary, but we also want to help
develop the artistic sensibilities of community people.

Screenprinting Workshops
Last winter we began to actively
recruit from Asian, Chicano, Native
American, and African American youth
programs (the East Bay Asian Youth
Center, El Centro de Juventud, Youth
Empowerment Project, and the East
Oakland Youth Development Center,
respectively), all located in different
areas of the East Bay. These organizations provide counseling, tutoring,
summer jobs, recreation, and retreats,
but with the exception of the Youth
Development Center, they had no
funds for regular arts programs.
Although the need for more citysupported arts programs is obvious, and
the response to our invitation was
enthusiastic, the Taller could offer only
two workshops (on screenprinting and
intaglio/relief processes) because of our
own limited resources.
We also attracted a few graffiti
RESIST Newsletter

artists who had worked on a controversial show on police brutality and urban
violence, titled "No Justice/No Peace!"
Mural-sized graphics and layers of
"tags" (street names -of graffiti writers)
had ·been spray-painted directly on a
downtown gallery's walls. The street
artists had full reign in the planning,
publicity, and execution of the show.
Over 5,000 viewers, mostly youth (who
never go to galleries) saw the show over
the course of a month. The project
posed a number of questions to the
youth about the value attached to art
and the validity of gallery spaces. They
got to think about who normally gets
included on the walls or represented in
the art world. And, they had the chance
to consider how the public and the
media responded to their visual and
political message.
We introduced the graffiti artists to
screenprinting posters as a way to publicize the show. Before long they became
curious about mediums other than
aerosol spray cans. One graffiti writer
named Spie noted that, "Printmaking
reaches a lot of people. It's a good process to learn because art can be mass
produced to create multiple images."
Logic, another graffiti artist from
East Oakland simply stated, "The
workshops give me something·to do
instead of being out on the streets.
Some chillin' time. It's something
worthwhile."
The classes were held at two different locations - one at Laney College,
where Taller member David Bradford
teaches art; and the other at Kala Institute, the largest printmaking studio in
the Bay Area, located at the
Berkeley/Oakland border.
Kala is housed in an impressive
space, in part of the old Heinz catsup
factory, and has several large presses
under its roof (for etching and lithography) as well as a letterpress, a darkroom, and a small gallery. It offers
unusual courses on printmaking techniques but the cost is out of reach of
most youth. Nevertheless, we decided
to approach Kalas Board with a formal
no-strings-attached proposal requesting
use of their presses and space pro-bono
for a year. To our surprise, they agreed
July/August, 1993

Greg Morozumi with students in screenprinting woikshop at Laney College. Photo: Miyokoff SF.

and it turned out to be an ideal set-up
for the workshop. We brought our own
materials and taught about ten students
each week at this location.
It was a far cry from painting in
garages, living rooms, or borrowed
space, which had been the norm for the
Taller in the past. (Aside from these
dasses, however, the Taller still subsists
at the bare bones, operating without a
permanent location, without water, ventilation, or presses.) The workshops
filled up right away, but it soon became
apparent that consistent attendance
would be a problem. Classes had to
be held in the evening, as all our memhers hold day jobs ranging from Post
Office gigs to teaching art to the mentally disabled.
Very few of the students owned
cars, so transportation had to be
arranged by asking youth counselors to
organize carpools. Another .difficulty we
encountered was maintaining our
instructors' time commitments. As of
yet, no one is getting paid for his or her
time and labor; our workshops are run
strictly on conviction. And the nonprofit Taller needs to expand its funding
sources and move away from reliance on
sporadic foundation support.

Making Prints
Printmaking requires a basic orientation in step-by-step mechanics, a process of developmental stages that many
artists forgo for other methods that
have more immediate results. But it
offers certain advantages as well. The
process allows us to work with the students in developing the print, which
can be spontaneous and experimental,
but also encourages collective planning
and participation in the actual printing.
The multiplicity of the print also redefines the value of art as something that
can be accessible to all.
Most of the youth were initially
drawn to the screenprinting workshop
to learn a potentially marketable skill,
designing T-shirts, posters, and publicity pieces. They quickly learned to transfer sketches onto screens using the
photo-emulsion technique, although we
would also familiarize them with handcut stencil, paper, and tusche methods.
Many of the students felt privileged
and empowered simply by having free
access to studio space, especially at Kala
Institute, where they had the opportunity to observe and work side-by-side
with experienced printmakers who
employ several different techniques. We
showed them how to make collagraphs

using cheap and found materials and
forming them into a collaged plate. The
students' eyes lit up as the prints were
pulled off the presses. Here they were
introduced to print-making as an art
form, rather than only as a means to
create reproducible commodities or
wearable designs.
Most of the students' artwork
makes natural references to their cultural heritage, such as tribal names or Chicano motifs.* Some of the prints also
depict violent scenes and drawings of
turf wars - disturbing but honest
reflections of their hostile urban experiences. Children in war-torn countries
frequently portray violent battle scenes
and bloody massacres of their friends or
family in their artwork. That inner-city
kids use similar images in their music
and art is a telling sign of the critical
state of U.S. ghettos.
Our youth are on the frontlines of
an unending war of poverty and bloodshed that has left many dead and others
without direction or hope. Last year in
Oakland there were a record 175
reported homiciqes; 80% of those
killed were Black, most were youth.
Dropout rates are soaring, particularly
among high school-aged Latinos where
it is almost 20%, and gang activity is
escalating. Clearly, while teaching art
classes is valuable, we have to keep these
realities of kids lives in mind.

Stepping Back, Looking Ahead
When Laney College's screenprint
facility was dosed for finals, we moved
the operation to El Centro de ]uventud
in the Fruitvale District, the neighborhood of Oakland most densely populated with Latinos. Conflict broke out
between two Chicano youth groups
over territorial matters, and half of our
*Alienated from the mainstream, many young
people are reasserting national and cultural identities. Over 1,000 Latino high school students in
Oakland walked out of their classes in April
demanding Chicano Studies classes and more
culturally sensitive faculty. Students at the University of California in Berkeley recently took
over the Chancellor's office, calling for departmental status for Asian, Chicano, and Native
American Studies. And Chicano students at
UCLA held mass rallies and hunger strikes over
demands for a Chicano Studies department.

continued on page ten
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dren will grow up without basic education. This is painful to accept in a
country that only a few years ago sponsored government literacy brigades that
taught people to read in even the most
remote areas of the countryside.
Many Nicaraguans also face the
loss of land they were granted during
the Sandinista agrarian reform. In the
Managua barrio of La Primavera, for
example, where our delegation stayed
for five days, virtually all the 16,000
residents face eviction. As people are
forced to leave their property, they must
construct makeshift shelters of wood,
plastic, and cardboard. A large squatter
settlement has grown up in La Primavera, as they have in neighborhoods all
over the city.
Our February NECAN delegation,
like an earlier one in 1992, was based
on the idea of "domestic links." We
went to Nicaragua to meet with community organizers who are fighting to
preserve rights they won in the Sandinista Revolution. We met with activists
who are working to ensure that poor
families aren't forced to give up their
land, with those who are struggling so
their children can go to school, and
those working for health care that is
available to all. The enduring spirit of
people we met was inspiring. Despite
the horrendous realities they face,
Nicaraguans continue to organize,
refusing to give up to the imperialist
forces that have made their lives so
painful.
Seven of the fifteen NECAN delegates are community organizers from
New England. Activists representing
Arise for Social Justice* in Springfield,
MA; City Life/ Vida Urbana* ofJamaica
Plain; and the Rural Vermont Land
Trust exchanged stories and organizing
techniques with Nicaraguans working
with similar organizations. Housing,
education, and health care are crises
that face the poor in both countries,
and with each interchange, we discovered that our struggles are similar.
Next winter NECAN will send a
third delegation to Nicaragua, orga* These organizations, as well as NECAN itself,
arc

RESIST grantees.
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nized and led by mem hers of the first
and second. The strong connections
between Nicaraguan organizers, solidarity activists, and New England community organizers that have developed
with each trip have surpassed our original expectations. These connections
have served as inspiration, and they
have provided a pool of new organizing
skills from which we can draw.
•

Leah ~chmalzbauer is Nicaragua
Field Organizer at NECAN. For
more information about NECAN
and its "domestic links" work, write
NECAN, 42 Seaverns Ave., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130, or call: (617)
524-3636.

The Education of a
Community Activist
JOHN MAY

L

ast December, I was enjoying a
post-election sense of relief when I
got a call from a woman from the New
England Central America Network
(NECAN). Would I be interested, she
wanted to know, in going on a delegation to Nicaragua? I didn't know what
to say. It had been a busy year and I was
looking forward to getting away for the
holidays. Delegations were not in my
plans. ''I've never really done any Central America work," I stammered. That
didn't matter, she explained, NECAN
was looking for community activists to
go and talk with community activists in
Nicaragua. She could send me some
information and an application.
I had mixed feelings. Although I
had always supported the Nicaraguan
revolution and Central America solidarity, most of my spare time and energy
was spent working with City Life/ Vida
Urbana, a progressive community organization that organizes tenants in the
Jamaica Plain neighborhood of Boston.
Doing my work, week in and week out
in Jamaica Plain, I didn't often find
much time to think about Central
America. I love community organizing
because it is concrete and has a visible
effect that I can see every day. Going to
RESIST Newsl.etter

Nicaragua sounded very interesting, but
it was hard to see what effect it could
have on my housing work in Jamaica
Plain.
One of the reasons I like working
with City Life is that, unlike a lot of
other community and housing organizations, City Life has a vision that goes
beyond the neighborhood. We try to
unite Latino, African American and
white working-class people to defend
their housing rights and gain a voice in
community economic development.
Last year, City Life organized a community Work-A-Thon, where volunteers
spent a day doing maintenance work at
buildings in Jamaica Plain, with sponsors donating money for each worker's
work. A local solidarity group, the Central America Solidarity Association in
Cambridge (CASA), had approached us
with the idea as a way of bringing
together Central America activists and
local activists and raising money for our
two organizations. When I saw people
from City Life and CASA working
together with Latino residents to fix up
their buildings, it brought home to me
connections that were important to
City Life's work, but had been missing
from our strategy. Many people in my
neighborhood and my organization
have their roots in Latin America, and
many of the same political and economic forces that promoted cycles of
gentrification and neglect in Jamaica
Plain were also responsible for the econo mic devastation of Latin America. ·
We were fighting the same battle in
Jamaica Plain as the people in Central
America were. As I thought about the
delegation, it came to me that this was
the real meaning of international solidarity. Maybe now was the time to go
to Nicaragua.
The other members of the delegation came from all over New England
and half of them were active in local
issues, such as housing, health care,
education, welfare rights, and farm
issues. As we were briefed about the
current economic and political situation
in Nicaragua, I felt some uncertainty.
One thing I have learned from community organizing is that you never really
understand a person's life until you
July/August, 1993

stand with them in their moment of
struggle. What common ground could
we find with a people who had just
come through a devastating war, who
were facing 60-70% unemployment
and who witnessed brutal political violence every day? The theme of the delegation was "Bringing the Vision
Home", but what vision would I find to
bring home?
I was still wondering when I got on
the plane. But once we arrived in Nicaragua there was little time to wonder.
We were thrown at dizzying speed into
a series of meetings with people ranging
from national party and political leaders
to local neighborhood activists, while at
the same trying to understand the experiences of another country and another
culture. One minute we would be
careening madly in a bus through the
streets of Managua, the next minute we
would be sitting around waiting for
what seemed like an eternity for the
next meeting. Although we met with a
number of key Sandinista leaders,
including two National Assembly representatives, the FSLN coordinator for
the Matagalpa region, and one member
of the junta directiva of the Sandinista
party, my real education about the state
of the Nicaraguan Revolution came
from talking with grassroots organizers
and seeing how they were carrying out
their work in a political climate that
had moved sharply to the right.
In Matagalpa, we met with a group
called the Mothers of the Heroes and
Martyrs, all mothers of soldiers who
had died in the contra war. One woman
had lost 14 family members in the war.
But they didn't want to talk about their
loss, they wanted to talk about the
community they were building in a little hillside barrio, about the comedor
they had opened on the outskirts of
Matagalpa, about how they were training themselves in new skills, and about
how the mothers of slain Sandinista soldiers were reaching out to the mothers
of slain contras, their former enemies, to
join together to help rebuild the ~untry. Although I tried later, I could not
quite find the words to describe what it
was like to look into the faces of these
women, some of them in their 80's, and
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realize that not all of the heroes fell in
the war.
In the sprawling central market in
Managua, we met women who worked
at market stands for 12 hours a day for
the equivalent of four dollars. Education and health care, free under the
Sandinista goverment, now costs so
much that many of the women can no
longer get health care or send their children to school. Some of the women
have started working part-time as prostitutes to make ends meet. But what the

the residents of La Primavera to get
necessary services for the barrio, like
running water and health care. The parents of the family I stayed with, Francisco and Irene Duarte, were part of the
core group of 40-50 residents who led
the organizing in the barrio. They and
their compas in the barrio were instantly
recognizable to me from my own work
with neighborhhood activists in
Jamaica Plain. They held endless meetings, disagreed once in a while, tried to
make the most of scarce resources and

•
Strangely enough, my most lasting impression
ofNicaragua was not how different it was from home,
but how familiar it seemed. Many Nicaraguan barrios felt like
working class neighborhoods in Boston. What was different
was that the Nicaraguans had experienced the power
and possibilities ofprofound social change.

•
women wanted to talk about most was
their national association of market
vendors, which provides education,
childcare and financial assistance to the
women. The head of the market
women's association apologized. that she
had to meet with us in her market stall.
They had plans to ·build a house and
office for the association, but they
hadn't yet raised enough money to construct it. These women had suffered setbacks, but they were not discouraged.
Although they no longer had the suppo rt of the government, they knew
what they needed to do and they were
doing it.
I experienced perhaps the most
powerful examples of the ongoing spirit
of the Nicaraguan Revolution during
my stay at Barrio La Primavera in Managua, a community of 16,000 · people
living in rough wooden and cardboard
houses on the shores of Lake Managua.
La Primavera has had a long history of
community organizing as part of the
movimiento comuna4 the Nicaraguan
communal movement that began in the
1950's. During the 1980's the residents
received title to their land under the
Sandinista land reform. FUND ECI, a
community organizing group in Managua, has recently been working with
RESIST Newsletter

worked hard for every victory they
achieved. Like a growing number of
community organizations in the U.S.,
much of their work is based on selfhelp. Recently, when the city government, led by a right-wing mayor,
refused to install water service to the
barrio, the residents laid their own
water pipe, using donated materials.
At the same time, barrio residents
are also defending themselves from eviction by former owners of their land who
returned from abroad after the 1990
election and have been trying to reclaim
the land. A single lawyer in the barrio
legal aid office has successfully stopped
over 800 eviction attempts by former
owners. At the same time, the activists
also pressure the local government for
the basic services that were provided
under the Sandinista government, but
have been cut back since 1990. Part of
the plan for our visit in La Primavera
was for the delegation to help the neighborhood residents to build a comedor
where undernourished children in the
neighborhood could come to eat. When
the day came for us to work, we·learned
that we could not begin construction
because the city government had not
granted the necessary permits. Later that
continued on next page
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day, the delegation went with residents
from the barrio to meet with one of the
mayor's assistants to demand that the
permits be issued. The assistant listened
to a forceful presentation by barrio organizers and then promised that they
would see what they could do. It was a
very familiar experience.
Despite setbacks that might discourage many North American
activists, the residents of La Primavera
keep working, keep planning new projects. None of the people we met in
Nicaragua, from the officers of the
UNAG, an organization of small ranchers and farmers with half a million
members, to the staff of Fundaci6n
Nimehuatzin, a small NGO that works
on AIDS education and prevention,
believe that the Revolution ended with
the Sandinistas' electoral defeat. After
years of struggle and progress, stopping
their work would be unthinkable. They
are practical revolutionaries, but their
vision extends far beyond their own
locality or country. One moment they
might be talking about local conditions,
and the next moment about global economics and U.S. foreign policy. Their
creativity, pride and sheer persistence
are the real legacy of the Nicaraguan
Revolution. A man I met in La Primavera, Renaldo, was one of the people
who had helped draft the new
Nicaraguan constitution instituted
under the Sandinista government. I'll
never forget how proud he was of that
blue and white booklet. That kind of
experience is what sustains Nicaraguan
activists in their work.
A difficult thing for me in Nicaragua was the awareness of my position
as a North American. Everyone wanted
to talk to us, and often the talk turned
to financial and material aid that they
needed. Once while taking a boat to an
island in Lake Nicaragua for some rest
and relaxation, we detoured to a small
island schoolhouse for an impromptu
meeting, where we heard a brief talk
about the problems of the school, foll owed by a very direct appeal for
money. We had no money to give
them, so we had to make do with some
sympathetic words and leave as gracefully as possible. That meeting was
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uncomfortable for us. Our support for
the Revolution and the popular organizations did not change our relatively
privileged status as North Americans.
Yet we could not in two weeks make up
for 170 years of U.S. exploitation of
Nicaragua. The class differences
between the delegates and the Nicaraguans, and their expectations of us,
were difficult for many of us to deal
with. But if we are to continue building
connections with activists· in Nicaragua,
we need to continue addressing these
issues.
Strangely enough, my most lasting
impression of Nicaragua is not how different it was from home, but how
familiar it seemed. Many Nicaraguan
barrios felt like the working class neighborhoods I am familiar with in Boston.
The woman selling helAdos on the street
in Matagalpa could have been the
woman behind the counter at the bodega near my house. The chico fixing his
car in a front yard in Managua resembled young men I see in my neighborhood every day. Although working class
Nicaraguans live under conditions that
most working class people in the U.S.
would find extreme, they share the
same sense of solidarity and the same
concern with the struggles of everyday
life that exist among working class people in Jamaica Plain. What was different was that the Nicaraguans had experienced the power and possibilities of
profound social change. Seeing that
power in them was deeply moving and
made me look at my own community
with new eyes when I came home.
One delegation member remarked
that the conditions we were seeing in
Nicaragua were the same conditions
that we would be seeing someday in the
United States. In a way, I hope he was
right. I hope more people in my community can find the sense of outrage
and the commitment to activism that
have carried the people in Nicaragua
forward. I also hope that as we confront
global economic forces, local organizers
in the U.S. and Nicaragua will build
more and deeper connections with one
another. Just as labor, environmenti
and solidarity activists from the U.S.,
Canada and Mexico are now working
RESIST Newsletter

together to fight the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), community activists North and South need
to start building a new solidarity that
can confront our common problems
and issues. More and more the challenges we face do not have borders. •
John May is a volunteer with City
LifeNida Urbana in Jamaica Plain,
Massachusetts.

Ordinary People are the
Source of Strength
MICHAELANN BEWSEE

I

'm a forty-four year old single mother
of two, a community organizer who
sometimes gets paid for what I do. I
worked primarily as a waitress, and at
factory and agricultural jobs before
doing time on Aid to Families with
Dependent Children.* It was during
that period, in 1985, that I and four
other women became founding members of Arise, a membership-based, lowincome rights organization. Jobs have
come and gone since then, but Arise is
my heart and the source of my belief in
the power of people to make change.
When NECAN first contacted me
about joining the 1992 :'domestic links"
delegation, I didn't want to go _:_ well,
I did want to go, but I just didn't see
how the Central American agenda
could fit into my work at home. The
delegation's stated goal was to strengthen links between domestic and solidarity struggles, yet in my heart I believed
that domestic issues would get the short
end of the stick. Even worse, I might
wind up being tempted to make a commitment to a new area of work that I
couldn't - and shouldn't - keep.
Fifteen years of community organizing had led me to believe that the
peace and solidarity movement was not
informed about (and not very interested
in) the day-to-day struggles of poor and
working class people, and that only the
self-interest that comes from being
poor, being hungry, or being homeless
*Aid

to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) is a public assistance program in Massachusetts.
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can move people to organize on our
own behal£
In the end, I went to Nicaragua
with the NECAN delegation because I
felt I owed it to myself and to both
movements to challenge my assumptions. What I came away with went
beyond my assumptions, whether right
or wrong. I came to believe that the two
movements must come together if
either is to fully succeed, and I caught a
glimmer of some strategies to point the
way.

Central American l~ues are
I..ocalmues
What I found in Nicaragua were
people struggling with domestic issues housing, education, jobs, health care.
To my astonishment, I knew that struggle very well! Central American issues,
I began to understand, are viewed as
international only if we stand apart
from them. And the main cause of the
necessity of struggle was familiar as well
- the U.S. government! An anti-U.S.
intervention focus was, necessarily, central to the solidarity movement's work
when Nicaraguan lives were being lost
as a direct result of U.S. foreign policy.
But why hadn't the domestic dimensions of the struggle ever been made
clear to me? The Nicaraguan people are
more interested in analyzing their own
mistakes and learning from their experiences, so they can carry their work forward, then in blaming the U.S. Yet at
the same time, the people I met clearly
understand the U.S. role in sabotaging
the revolution.
I was so moved by the Nicaraguan
people that I cried every day, not easy
for a crusty, close to the vest type like
me. But it was the spirit of struggle that
moved me, not the poverty. I soon saw
that I did not perceive Nicaraguans as
being as poor as other members of the
delegation did, because I've seen and
experienced poverty so often here at
home. At the same time, I started feeling really bad for poor people in the
U.S., because poverty here kills the spirit, poverty here has not yet led to the
development of revolutionary sentiment and skills, and poor people here
have not won the allegiance of the
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peace and solidarity movement.

Rebuilding the Spirit at Home
Near the end of our stay in Nicaragua, when my new (and inevitable) loyalties to the Nicaraguan people seemed
to reach the height of conflict with my
commitment to the movement at
home, I was struck by the realization
that solely as a person involved in
domestic struggles, I could aid the
Nicaraguan people by turning up the
heat on the U.S. government. This
thought brought me some measure of
peace which I truly needed in order to
think ahead to the next steps.
It became more and more obvious
to me that to build a movement that is
capable of changing U.S. foreign policy,
we have to build the revolutionary spirit
in poor people here at home. Simply,
poor and moderate income people are
the majority! We can win some battles
by ourselves, just because there are so
many of us. Yet without the perspective
and commitment of the solidarity
movement we will lack the broadest
influence in our work, and the clearest
understanding of the underpinnings of
this country's social policies.
So the question becomes, not just
how do the pomestic and solidarity
movements work together, but how can
both sides come to understand that we
need each other?
Credibility Must Be Gained
One year has passed since I wrote
the words above; meanwhile, NECAN
has been concentrating its resources in
building lasting, deep connections
between U.S. community activists and
our counterparts in Nicaragua through
the "Vision Endures" campaign. The
solidarity movement is starting to realize that "links" work does not simply
mean recruiting domestic issues
activists to be active with the solidarity
movement. It is not fair, nor is it ultimately movement-building, to divert
the energies of the domestic issues
movement to solidarity work without
reciprocation. But I am also beginning
to understand that links work is not a
simple formula where one hand washes
the other.
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In fact, an emerging theme from
the heartfelt strategizing we have been
doing together is that we are, in fact,
the same movement. I fear that the solidarity movement is destined to continue its decline if it cannot recover the
memory that solidarity work is one
aspect of the larger movement for social
and economic justice. The domestic
movement will continue to be less fully
dimensional than we can be without
the s_ame understanding.
A recent and exciting development
for me was the opportunity to present a
proposal to the Nicaragua Network
Coordinating Committee for a national
strategy linking domestic and solidarity
work. The proposal was accepted, and
this endorsement on a national level will
allow us to begin the real work of forging these links locally and regionally.
Perhaps unfairly, the burden
belongs to the solidarity movement to
make the first moves, because most solidarity activists are not personally struggling for survival; the solidarity movement has both the room and the
resources to think beyond the immediate. On the other hand, those of us who
are in that day-to-day struggle have
something to offer because we are people who know how to fight and how to
survive. We have a vested interest in
learning how that fight for survival can
become a revolutionary struggle. And
we have a lot to learn from Nicaragua.
Dealing with the solidarity movement has not been easy for me. The
movement is largely white, mostly middle class. As close as I became to other
members of my delegation, I was very
conscious of working outside my class.
The solidarity movement has to learn to
open itself to new ideas without condescension. Not having to be directly
involved in the fight for survival creates
a gap in understanding between the
movements that has to be acknowledged. As poor people, we view our
struggle as a war - and in a war, you're
either for us or against us. To me this
means that solidarity people have got to
become involved in local struggles if
they want credibility with poor people.
They've got to get in there and fight
continued on next page
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alongside us. Between us, we have to
create an agenda that allows us to
understand that the two movements are
different sides of the same coin.
Community to Community
Organizing
Because going to Nicaragua was,
for me, key to my understanding the
connections between Central American
domestic issue work and work here at
home, I feel it is urgent that more community-based activists are able to have a
similar experience. It's equally as important that more Central American
domestic issue activists come here - to
meet, not only with solidarity activists,
but with activists on the home front.
When Octavio Corea, a chief organizer from the Communal Movement
in Managua, toured the U.S. at the end
of March, 1992, we arranged for him to
meet with about 40 Arise members and
supporters so that an organizer to organizer dialogue could begin. We also
arranged meetings with other community organizations with whom Arise
needed to develop links to strengthen
our community work. Octavio's visit
paid off for Arise strategically as we
built these local ties, and a correspondence has now begun between Arise
and the Communal Movement which
will help move forward the process of
understanding our common struggles.
A more recent example of developing relationships between community
organizations North and South came
with the second delegation which
included an Arise member who is living
with HIV. She was invited back to
Nicaragua in November to help bring
AIDS information and education to
Nicaraguan communities.
As these connections are being
made, I begin to envision other links
that can be created with the assistance of
the solidarity movement, but without
the analytical (and class and race) filter
of many present solidarity activists.
What would that look like? It might be
as simple as sister relationships between
day care centers, community gardens, or
groups of the unemployed. Every relationship like this, which is built directly
between poor people, can lead to a
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broader understanding of how economic policy affects family life, how hunger
is used to control our populations, how
the consolidation of income into the
hands of a few dictates the availability
and quality of jobs at home and in Central America.
I am not yet utterly convinced of
the solidary movement's willingness and
ability to work alongside poor people
on the homefront. I only know that the
work must be done, and that the experiences that the solidarity movement
provided to me through the Nicaraguan
delegation have changed my outlook
forever. I'm committed to struggling for
this broader understanding among my
people, the people of Central America,
and the solidarity movement. Only
time will tell if we can all come to
understand that people - everyday,
ordinary people, who struggle and learn
and strategize together - are the only
source of strength, the only resource
needed, for the revolution.
•
Michaelann Bewsee is a poet and
community organizer. She serves on
the board ofArise and on the regional
committee ofNECAN.
The following are excellent sources
of information on Nicaragua:
NACLA, Report on the Americas is published five times a year and costs $22.00
for individuals. Write: NACLA, 475
Riverside Drive, Suite 454, New York,
NY 10115, or call (212) 870-3146.
Barricada Internacional is the
Sandinista journal of political, socioeconomic, and cultural information.
The English language version is published 12 times a year and costs $35.00
for individuals. Write: South North
Communication Network, P.O. Box
410150, San Francisco, CA, 94141, or
call (415) 621-8981.
The Weekly News Update on Nicaragua
and the Americas is published by the
Nicaragua Solidarity Network of
Greater New York. A one-year subscriptio n costs $25. Write: Nicaragua
Solidarity Network, 339 Lafayette St.,
New York, NY 10012
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students stopped coming to the workshop. The Taller decided to shift the
screenprinting workshop to the Intertribal Friendship House, a more neutral
spot in another part of Oakland where
the original group of Chicano and
Native American youth would all feel
comfortable. The Taller had to become
sensitive to the neighborhood conflicts
that the youth face. This was obviously
a little more complicated than just
teaching art with social consciousness.
Some of our workshop participants
have dropped out of school and are on
the periphery of the job market or are
unemployed. We have encouraged
them to view their experiences in a
broader context, taking some students
to an Asian youth conference at U.C.
Berkeley and to a powwow and Third
World student seminar at U.C. Santa
Cruz, where they helped conduct workshops on art and community.
. These activities helped students
build mutual respect for each other's
culture and heritage, while strengthening their individual indentities. That
respect emerged in some of the graffiti
pieces, and in discussion of the prints.
Themes such as "500 Years of Resistance" and unity against police brutality
and gang violence created a nieans of
communication between youth. Even
more upfront, we plan to address the
theme of race relations in an exhibit to
be shown simultaneously in the youths'
different ethnic communities.
Taller Sin Fronteras maintains a dialogue ~ith a core of committed youth
through the continuation of the printmaking workshops. We hope that they
in turn will teach and influence other
youth through the messages in their art.
It seems like hardly enough, but the
workshops are still developing, growing,
and the exchange between Taller members and young students may be what
we need to keep the Taller relevant.
Maybe we can regenerate the same
determination that moved us "old
guard" in our fervent youth. Already
the workshops seem to have moved students like Kathy, who stated, "It offers
me a space for a creative outlet ... it's
continued on next page
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continued from page twelve
reform laws established in the Accords.
Casa El Salvador continues to work with
Salvadoran migrants in the Tallahassee area,
providing financial, legal, and emotional
support. The group works to include high
school and college age activists in all its
work, and holds its events in a range of
venues to attract different types of
supporters.
The Tallahassee-Milingo Solar Energy
Project was initiated in response to a
request &om the people of Milingo to help
find renewable energy sources for their village and reduce their dependence on wood
for cooking fuel. Currently El Salvador
faces a serious deforestation problem, ·
which could force thousands of Salvadorans back to San Salvador, defeating the
purpose of the land reform campaign. A
delegation &om Casa El Salvador will go to
Milingo this summer bringing solar ovens,
solar food dryers, and solar water heat.ers,
and will wire the village with a small
photo-voltaic (PV) syst.em for recharging
batteries. When a second delegation arrives
in December, a larger PV system will be
installed to light buildings such as a school,
a clinic, and a town meeting hall.
Casa El Salvador hopes to develop a
manual to enable other solidarity groups to
work on renewable energy projects, offer-

shantytowns around San Salvador.
A major effort of the group this year is
to build relationships with other local
groups that have similar or parallel concerns. Boston CISPES believes that ecoBoston CISPES
nomic policies being forced on inner cities
42 Seaverns Avenue
in this country are the same restructuring
Jamaica P/,a,in, MA 02130.
policies that are wreaking havoc in Central
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • America. And the group sees parallels
between the Salvadoran and the Haitian
The Boston Committee in Solidarity
peoples' struggles for self-det.ermination.
with the People of El Salvador has been
The group sponsored a successful work-aworking to change U.S. policy towards El
thon linking commucity-based and soliSalvador since 1981. The group has held
darity work. To expand on that success,
numerous demonstrations, and counts
Boston CISPES will conduct a year-long
among its victories a sit-in in Senator John
project to build tangible alliances between
Kerry's office which made him change his
mind &om supporting aid to El Salvador to like-minded groups. Four "work brigades"
drafting a bill that called for cutting all aid will be organized to refurbish housing and
do other concrete projects including paintto the country. Boston CISPES has also
raised many thousands of dollars in mat.eri- ing, planting and building. Work projects
al aid and has sponsored a number of tours will be followed by educational events letof FMLN leaders, feminist activists, and
ting the cooperating groups learn more
about each other.
other Salvadoran organizers.
Boston CISPES is currently working
This project is an effort to explore
to defend the Peace Accords in El Salvador
ways to deepen alliances and thus is flexible
by mobilizing North Americans to pressure in how it will evolve. RESIST's grant went
legislators to ensure that the tenets agreed
for organizational expenses to enlist
upon in the Accords are adhered to. Boston brigade participants and to hold celebrations and educational events after each
CISPES also joined a National Caravan
work project.
this past winter to send material aid
request.ed by women organizers in the

Taller

Special Thanks to David Murphey
(and Maude, his wonder-dog), of Stanhope Framers in Somerville for donating materials and labor to our 25th
anniversary panel display now gracing
the walls at the Harvest Cooperative
Supermarket in Cambridge! Thanks
also to Beth Imhoff at the Coop, and
Hershey for all her help on this project.
If
you're in the neighborhood, please
And, coming up! '~n Act of
stop
by and look at the display of panResistance: Making Co-,nmunity(ies), " is a RESIST sponsored art els sent in by many of the social change
show winding up our celebration of 25 groups RESIST has funded over the
years of funding social change. The years.
show will be at Mobius, 354 Congress New Perspectives on Women and
St. in Boston from October 6-23rd. Cancer... Third Side Press, publisher
We'll have an opening October 6th, of two previous anthologies on women
and events on October 14, 15, and 16. and cancer, has released a new book,
Watch this space for details! We're still Confronting Cancer, Constructing
looking for videos made by RESIST Change which includes an article on
grantees to screen on one of those breast cancer and the environment first
nights, so if you have a suggestion, published in RESIST.
please call Tatiana at the office. Thanks!

continuedfrom page ten

helped me to define myself and let me
see where I fit in the world, to see my
heritage. The workshop offers an education we're not getting in school. We
have to teach ourselves."
•

Greg Morozumi is an activist/artist
who works with Taller Sin Fronteras/
Workshops Without Borders, and
drives a truck for the Post Office,
where he wrote most ofthis arti.cle.

ire Thought You

Might be Interested...
'!4 Call to the Desert'' is being put
out from Western Shoshone spiritual
leader Corbin Harney. The Alliance of
Atomic Veterans, American Peace Test,
and the Nevada Desert Experience, in
¼JL 2, #6

ing a way to unite the solidarity and environmental movements. RESIST's grant
will be used for fund raising and organizational expenses for this project.

conjunction with the COUNTOOWN
'93 campaign to end nuclear testing
forever, is coordinating groups and
individuals interested in coming to the
Nevada Nuclear Test Site on October
8-10 to celebrate, mourn, and look to
the future. Contact: American Peace
Test, PO Box 26725, Las Vegas, NV
89126. (702) 386-9834.
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WCCN sponsored the visit of Father
Miguel d'Escoto, former Foreign Minister
of Nicaragua, who spoke to a range of
groups on the harsh impact of World Bank
and IMF imposed economic policies and
what we can do about it.
WCCN has established the Trade and
Development-Rotating Loan Fund Project
to be the U.S. conduit for the Nicaraguan
Community Development Loan Fund.
WCCN 'Yill seek investors to provide
W'ISCOIISin Coordinating Council
small-scale loans to Nicaraguan cooperaon Nicaragua
tives, small farmers, and other small busiP.O. Box 1534, Madison, WI 53701
nesses. In June, WCCN led a delegation to
Nicaragua focused on women's issues and
The Wisconsin Coordinating Council
the prevention of domestic violence. The
on Nicaragua {WCCN) was formed in
delegation addressed such issues as women's
1984 by a group of activists who recoghealth; economic survival strategies for
nized the opportunity Wisconsin had to
women; reproductive rights; domestic viohelp educate North Americans on the conlence; women in the legal system; women
sequences of the U.S. sponsored war in
in politics; and community organizing.
Nicaragua. This opportunity was provided
by an historical sister state relationship
WCCN has joined with women in
between Wisconsin and Nicaragua estabNicaragua to organize the U.S.-Nicaragua
lished in 1964 by President Kennedy's
Women's Empowerment Project. The ProAlliance for Progress. During the Contra
ject will bring a Nicaraguan women's theWar, WCCN led many delegations of jour- atre group to the Midwest this fall. The
nalists, political figures, educators and oth- . group focuses on topics including violence
ers to Nicaragua, and was recognized as a
against women, sexual harassment, domesleader in the U.S. sister-city and solidarity
tic work, sexual abuse, women and the
. movements. WCCN hosted the first U.S.environment, and parent-child relationNicaragua Friendship Conference in 1988,
ships. The dramatization of actual situalaying the foundation for the nearly 100
tions of domestic violence is used as a
means to spark discussion and action
sister-city relationships that exist today.
among women. The group performs in
Since the elections, WCCN has continued to lead several delegations to
women's centers, factories, schools, and
Nicaragua each year, focusing its efforts on
wherever they can find an audience. The
supporting the grassroots initiatives of
message the group tries to convey is that no
Nicaraguan citizens to recover from the
woman deserves any kind of physical or
devastating effects of the war, and protect
mental abuse and has alternatives.
By bringing this group to the U.S., the
the social gains of the revolution. In April,

In each issue ofthe newsletter we
highlight a .fow recent grants made to
groups around the country. In this issue
we ftaturr grants to groups doing Central
Amn-ica solida.rity work. The information
in these briefreports is provided to us by
the groups themselves. For morr details,
please write to them at the addresses
included here.

r·-------------------------------------7
Join the Resist Pledge Program

1

•

We'd like yo'u to consider becoming a
Yes! I would like to become a Resist:
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over Pledge. I'd like to pledge$,_ _ _ _ / I
250/o of our income. By becoming a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly, bi-I
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). :
fixed and dependable source of income
Enclosed is my pledge contribution 1
·on which we can build our ~rant making of $ _ _ _ _
I
program. In return, we will send you a
1
monthly pledge letter and reminder, 0 I can't join the pledge program just I
along with your newsletter. We will now, but here's a contribution to sup- I
keep you up-to-date on the groups we port your work. $._____
:
have funded, and the other work being Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
I
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
1
you, and the groups we fund count on City /State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
us.
R .
I

•

~~
I
_ ·- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ One Summer Street, Somerville, MA 02143 • (617) 623-5110 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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Project hopes to raise consciousness around
the problem of domestic violence as an
international human rights issue common
to all classes and societies; to raise money
for women,s centers in Nicaragua; to find a
way to address women's issues in a crosscultural forum; and to continue the
exchange of strategies and experiences
between women activists dealing with gender violence.
RESIST awarded our Freda Friedman
Salzman Endowment grant to WCCN in
support of this project. The Salzman grant
was established by George Salzman in
memory of his wife. It is given to groups
that "support organized resistance to the
institutions and practices that rob people
of their dignity as full human beings."
Freda Salzman was particularly active in
her own life in resisting sexism at all levels
of society, and we are pleased to be able to
award this grant to WCCN in her name.

Casa El Salvador
600 Mary Beth Ave., #1,
Tallahassee, FL 32304.
Casa El Salvador was founded in 1989
by Salvadoran refugees living in the Tallahassee Interfaith Sanctuary, to organize
material aid projects for the people of El
Salvador, and to work to change U.S. foreign policy in Central America. Since then,
the group has raised some $18,000 of
material aid for a range of grassroots
efforts. The group has also held six demonstrations in Tallahassee and has participated
in several other demonstrations in the
Southeast. In 1991, the members of Casa
El Salvador and the Tallahassee Veterans
for Peace agreed to merge their efforts,
although each group retained its own charter. In 1992, after the Peace Accords were
signed in El Salvador, the group helped Salvadoran members return home and joined
the reconstruction of the country by
becoming involved with the U.S.-El Salvador Sister City Program.
This year the group will send 61 cases
of construction and farming equipment,
medical and educational supplies, clothing
and new shoes to Casa El Salvador's sister
city, Milingo. Four cases of office and medical supplies will also be sent to the new
FMLN office, delivered by the Pastors for
Peace Convoy. The group will also work to
ensure that the people of Milingo are able
to exercise their rights under the land
continued on page eleven
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